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Creed - Producers     

A producer supervises and coordinates all aspects of a production, from conception to execution. This can include 

developing concepts, overseeing operations, directing staff and coordinating technical and production aspects. 

1. Communication – the producer should have regular contact with their performers. 

The communication should be professional and instructional. It should detail all 

requirements of the production 

2. Formalise and promote the rules of the competition/production 

3. Develop and promote the branding of your production 

4. Discuss openly and honestly questions and concerns in advance with the 

performers/judges/sponsors. Be consistent with advice 

5. Ensure you utilise tech sheets and have a tech run. Encourage the performers to 

consider their lights, music, and stage craft. Have professional stage hands 

6. Declare conflicts of interest in advance you have with performers/competitors or 

judges to the owner of the production. Outline how the conflict will be managed 

7. Be available, present and on time for the production. Set bump in and bump out 

times. Punctuality is key 

8. Dress appropriately to represent your production brand and the event 

professionally 

9. Keep all interactions with patrons and performers ethical and professional  

10. Be cordial and professional to all members of the public. Set a refund policy and list 

this on ticket website 

11. Do not collude with patrons, judges or competitors on scoring and positions 

12. Ensure the judges are scoring the competition appropriately and in line with the rules/guidelines. Provide open and 

honest feedback to the judges for rule breaches or rule meaning  

13. Show visual support for all performers equally. Do not show favouritism  

14. Professional feedback only. Do not participate in personal critiquing. Feedback should be relevant to the criteria 

15. Put down your phone. Do not be distracted with social media, email, your partner or the audience during the acts. 

Ensure social media updates are handled by a nominated third party 

16. Do not drink excessively. 1 drink per hour is acceptable. You must never be affected by illicit drugs of addiction 

17. Bring food or ensure food is available for the performers and judges 

18. Ensure the score calculation is undertaken to the highest of standards. Double check the scores. Seek clarification for 

illegible hand writing and ensure the judges or representative is present 

19. Limit your interaction both online and in person with the competitors prior to the production. Do not participate in 

social activities with the competitors for a period of 1 month prior to the event, where possible. Declare a conflict 

where social interaction at events, shows, friendship, and work exists 

20. Do not judge your own production, the conflict between your brand and the winner cannot be managed  

21. Provide feedback to the competitors/performers and judges relevant to their role and seek their feedback 

22. Organise photographers / videographers for your event via TFP or paid. Treat your sponsors / providers with respect 

including photographers, videographers, judges  

23. Settle all expenses on time. Ensure performers are provided invoicing instructions. Be open and honest about 

payment process and timeframe 

24. Fix areas where you are not complying with the rules / guidelines of your production 

25. You must not undertake any actions which involve discrimination based on age, colour, creed, economic factors, sex, 

physical or mental handicap, country or national origin 

 

26. In the event of: 

 a judging breach, collusion or favouritism or bias, ensure you are alerted and provide direct instruction including what 

action should be taken including removal of judge’s scores 

 bias or instruction from you to award or change the scores or winning order. Be aware judges are instructed to alert 

the production owner. They should remove themselves from the competition and detail openly and publically that 

your competition is unethical 

 financial misadventure – be open and honest with those awaiting payment. Ensure payment in full or via instalments 


